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Family service program, throu^out the years,
has been a flexible one adapted at various times ii
and in various ways to meet its ba,sic purpose of
promoting sound family life. Its early focus on
alleviating poverty was extended to include the
improvement of social conditions contributing to
family breakdown. Also, as it gained increased
avmreness of the effect of personality factors
on social adjustment, it incorporated into its
training and skills the knowledge derived from
the biological and social sciences. Adaptations
of program have been made, too, as the pattern
of community organization has taken on new con-
formations as a result of central fund raising
...and nev7 concepts of governmental responsibility
for meeting social needs.*
With this increased acceptance of governmental
responsibility. Family Service of Concord, New
Hampshire, a member of the Family Service Assoc-
iation of America, developed services designed
to promote family growth and stability. Its
purposes are recorded partially in the annual
reports of those directing its program, as follov;s:
to foster the development of wholesome family life
by helping families and individuals disorganized
by environmental and personality factors to ac-
hieve normal living, or v^here this is not possible
^
to assist in such adjustments as vrill best serve
the welfare of the individual and the interests
of society; to take part in the comm.unity’s pro-
gram for social betterment, seeking in council
with other agencies to lessen such abuses in soc-
iety as may from time to time be considered fact-
ors in undermining the v;ell-being of families and
individuals; to bring about in the community a
better understanding of the spirit and purpose of
family social service; to promote education and
training for social work, and in this connection
to provide ways and means for staff members con-
stantly to improve their own professional com-
petency, '''*
^ Current and Future Directions in Faniily Service Pro-
gram. Highlights
. February, 19^9. P. 17.
Annual Reports, Family Service of Concord, New Hampshire.
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This is a study of the summer camp for children
from five to fourteen years of age which is owned and operated
by Family Service of Concord, New Hampshire*
Family Service camp differs from the average camp
|
in that it has used casework processes and techniques from
the point of referral throughout the camping experience and
follov7-up. Nevertheless, the use of casework in this service
is still in the experimental stage.
This study has been undertaken for the purpose of
analyzing and evaluating the camping service of this part-
icular agency to determine if it has fulfilled the purpose for
which it was established: namely, to offer camping as part of
a casework service, and to extend the camping experience to
those children for whom the community had made no provision.
In consideration of this subject the writer is avrare
that there is some controversy as to whether camping is part of
a casework service. Differing views have been expressed:
There is no similarity betv^een the skills of the
family caseworker and the camping specialist. ^/Oiile
it is true that family agencies have in the past in-
augurated and operated camps as demonstrations, these
two functions are quite different, and generally the
camps have later been set up as independent agencies.
1. Paul Belsser and Edward T. Devine, Survey of Concord
C ommuni tv Chest and Its Member Ap;encles
.
Community Surveys,
Inc., June, 19^7, p. 37*
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Is camping part of a casework service? For the an-
swer let us consider Kary Richmond’s definition ...
Social casework may be defined as the art of doing
different things for and with different people, by
cooperating with them to achieve at one and the
same tim.e their own and society's betterment.
^
Casework procedures are not seen as arbitrary or
inflexible but reflect an agency ' s experimentally
v;orking out a nev; type of function it has under-
taken. 5
This study does not propose to cover all factors
pertaining to the camp, such as, community support which is
recognized as of importance since its operation depends upon
the Community Chest, vrhich for tv/o successive years has fail
ed to attain its goal. This phase is left for another study,
possibly undertaken by the camp committee through the use of
a sample poll. Neither will it cover the program*
The questions which the study will attempt to answer
are: 1. Is camping part of a casev/ork service? 2. Were the
children who vrere accepted in need of the service? 3* Could
they have been served as effectively by other community re-
sources? 4, V7as the camp service integrated with the other
casework services of the agency?
No attempt is made to show the actual casework, case
by case, that was accomplished. An attempt is made, hov;ever,
to determine the value of the experience during the camping
period and the two months following by means of the pooled
2. Gordon Hamilton, Theory and Practice of Social Casework .
N.Y., Columbia Press, p. 11
3« Saul Hofstein, A Casework Approach to Camp Intake and
Follow-up
. Journal of Social Casework, July, 19^7, p« 269
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thinking of casev;orkers, parents and teachers, and from this
material to draw some conclusions as to whether or not the
camp is fulfilling the objectives for which it was established.
The plan is to present a statistical analysis of all
referrals, particularly of those accepted in the summer of
19^8. The analysis vj-ill include family and community in-
fluences; the social and economic status, and the personality
of the child himself.
The writer had direct contact v^ith the project
fairly early in the camp operation experiment and at the be-
ginning of her social work professional career. The writer
also had theoretical information and practical experience
through elementary school teaching which helped with under-
standing the child's reactions to group situations.
The writer has been a caseworker in the Family
Service agency for three and one-half years ; during the summer
months of 19^ and 19‘^7 as director of the camp program, and
in the summer of 19^8 as consultant to the camp director and
counselors.
The writer has had intensive casework experience
with thirty-nine of the sixty-five families accepted. The
remaining cases under study were made familiar to the writer
in the following v;ays: examination of the case records of
other social agencies; personal interviews with caseworkers
of Family Service and other social agencies; conferences with
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the teaching personnel, public health nurses and parents; and
a period of observation of the children in the office, the
|
school, the homes and the camp.
II
Material for the thesis was also secured throu^ the
|
use of the schedules found in the appendix, research in the
files of Family Service, by personal interviews with the
|
Executive Director who Initiated the project and for five years
directed the camp, from professional and lay people who in-
augurated services or chaired committees dealing with various
aspects related to children, or having a bearing on this
study, and from available material which has been written on the
casework aspects of camping.
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CHAPTER II
DEVELOPMENT 2E THE PROJECT
AND THE COMICTITY RESOURCES AND
STUDIES INFLUENCING IT
There was a time when camping was largely concerned
with the benefits derived from being in the country, with
emphasis placed almost solely upon the physical aspects of
living. Then came the period in the 1920 *s when the influence
of progressive education was felt. It was then considered
that the camping experience was so rich in educational pot-
entialities arising out of group living in a natural setting,
that children could be stimulated toward more than a good time
and a sense of v/ell-being. Many of the programs of progressive
schools, i.e. music, art, crafts, dramatics, etc., were, there-
fore, incorporated into the camp program. The final and
current stage is perhaps characterized by the term social re-
sponsibility. Campers are now encouraged in activities which
have a social value to others and to themselves.
For a period of twenty-seven years, the Family Ser-
I
vice vacation program passed through all these phases of em-
phasis. The agency’s thinking was no doubt influenced by the
general trend of thinking as well as by the development of
private camping throu^out a small state of 9,304 square miles,
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From the first Nevf Hampshire camp in 1886 to 196 children’s
camps in 1948, the growth was a steady one. During the past
decade the number of campers increased from 12,400 to l4,600.
In 1948 according to Reid Besserer, President of the New Hamp-
shire Camp Association, these campers came from forty-three of
the forty-eight states. The same year records camp property




With camning such a center of thinking, interest and '
activity, as well as an economic resource, several questions
|
ij
quite naturally arose. If camping was considered of so much
jj
value to thousands of children from all parts of the country -
J
children who undoubtedly had other cultural, educational and ,
social advantages - shouldn't consideration be given to its
potentialities for children from homes of insufficient income?
Wouldn’t children who, for one reason or another, v^ere
|
separated from one or both parents, whose home conditions vrere
crov/ded, who were deprived of play space within sight of their
homes, or v;ho v/ere not physically strong and emotionally stable
j
benefit even more than the privileged children?
That Concord earlier than many communities in the
United States should think in terms of camping is not surpris-
ing. Located in the south central part of New Hampshire it is
near to most of the vast recreation resources of New England.
As capital of New Hampshire it is the center of government where
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the means of support of a large section of the state are dev-
eloped.
V7ithin the approximate sixty-tvro square miles of
rolling terrain are the city proper and four suburban villages
The city is traversed by four rivers, the Merrimack, the Con-
toocook, the Turkey and the Soucook. V/ithin the boundaries of
the city are several lakes and ponds. Althou^ it is not
usually thou^t of as such. Concord is a farming community,
the approximate two hundred farms being distributed more or
less evenly over the outlying portion of the city.
In a sense Concord is a community of neighborhoods
...of these neighborhoods four are densely populated as
shown by Map II. This condition exists even though 90 per
cent of the total land area is rural. Gradually the single
-
family dwellings have been pushed out of the central part of
the city, or have been converted into duplex or multi-family
dwellings for the purpose of increasing income. This has been
done in part by the aging population v/hich occupies Inherited
property in the older section of the city. The conversion,
however, is not limited to this group since it is the general
trend throu^out the city v^ith the exception of the single
family area restricted by the zoning ordinance. In Concord
the number of two-family dwellings average 4.2 per one hundred
persons, or more than three times the number prevalent in the
4. City Planning Board, The Development and Use of Land In
Concord . New Hampshire
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average American city. In the approximate 5,663 houses with
j|
forty-three per cent owned, or in the process of purchase,
5 ;
live an estimated ten thousand families.
Althouppi, as has been pointed out, Concord is a
||
'i
city of vast unused land and althou^ it has bodies of water ^
and parks, the following excerpts from tv/o surveys established .
the fact that there are unmet areas of need for many Concord !
The committee making the first study was composed of
||
i{
four laymen, a teacher, priest and the Salvation Army captain.
|
The social v:ork profession was neither represented nor were
any of its memhers consulted. In this study the Commission
found among other factors that:
1. Facilities in Concord are here but are not ade-
quately used.
2. ^finite lack of leadership exists.
3. There is no coordinated program.
Juvenile delinquency, supported by Police Depart-
ment records for 19^3, increased forty-two per
cent during the year. The one hundred thirty-
three offenses ranged from, larceny, breaking and
entering to immoral acts.
Four major causes are:
1. Lack of parental supervision.
2. Absence of religious training.
3. Deficiency of leisure time activities.
4. The general spirit of excitement and adventure
aroused by war. Tension, anxiety and apprehension
by parents. . .are reflected in restlessness, de-
fiance, emotional disturbance and other negative
5.
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forms of behavior on the part of children and young
people. This report. . .covers only those cases re-
quiring the attention of the court. The near del-
inquency acts that never reached public notice can-
not be gauged* °
There is no reference in the survey to the ages of those br-
ought before court.
Many of the committee *s conclusions were arrived at
by means of a questionnaire filled in by the parents of each
child in the public schools. Althou^ the questionnaires
covered all the children, for the purpose of this study the
writer is using only children attending the fourth throu^
the ninth year ( junior hi<^ ) since Family Service limits its
camp intake to junior high youngsters* In these grades there
were 1,222 children. Their home life was partially portrayed
by the following factual information:
Number of children whose mothers
were employed outside the home 3^^
lJumber of children working after
school for compensation 433
Number with no club or group
memberships 597
Number receiving no religious
training 824
In general the porportion of memberships rose
steadily from the fourth throu^ the ninth grades in this
7
study*
6 , Juvenile Delinquency Commission, Goals for Community
Action
. March, 1944, p* 2-3*
7* Ibid*, p. 4.
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The second survey, for the purpose of determining the
ways and means of securing maximum use of the recreatton re-
sources in the city of Concord, was not limited to youth re-
creation; but here again, since this study is concerned v;ith
the camping service, the writer is limiting excerpts from
the survey to those factors affecting the five to fourteen
age group.
In general the nine playgrounds are well distrib-
uted except in the densely populated downtown
ne i^*borhood s
.
Concord’s playgrounds are the least adequate in
terms of acreage and the least well developed for
maximum recreation of any of its park facilities
...All areas lack any planned space for smaller
children.
. .Four playgrounds have no open space
large enou^ for soft ball and other sports...
A
neighborhood playground which is planned primarily
for children is desirably five acres or more in
size. It serves the population living within a
radius of one -fourth to one-half mile with such
facilities as a wading pool, shelter, apparatus
area, open lawn space .. .There are serious deficien-
cies in the ward six neighborhood which has two
tiny play lots and about four-tenths of an acre
of play space at the eighty -nine year old Rumford
School. This is one neighborhood where play space
is badly needed.
The neighborhood immediately north of Pleasant
Street is served in part by the playground at
^iThlte's Park although the facilities there are
limited. The greatest need here is a children’s
playground restricted to youngsters under ten
years of age.
Outing activities in the public recreation pro-
gram, particularly camping, are notably lacking
in a region widely known for its outdoor attrac-
tions.
Playground and outdoor sports programs can be
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dancing, arts and crafts, nature and social ac-
tivities for children should be added to the
present offering at playgrounds. A broader pro-
gram of sports should be offered to young child-
ren of both sexes. There is a definite need for
better development of playground facilities in
the neigihborhoods north and south of the down-
town business section.
^
Noticeably lacking is any reference to swimming
facilities. The survey failed to mention the established
fact that the four rivers which mi^t otherwise be used for
swimming are, according to the Concord Board of Health Sani-
tary Engineer, polluted, treacherous and unusable for child-
ren. The survey did mention the "proposed Concord Lake which
should furnish ample outdoor swimming opportunities to supple-
ment the wading pools for children in nei^borhood play-
9
grounds," which has since been rejected by the voters throu^
referendum. It also made mention of Bear Brook which "is a
10
pleasant ride of one hour or more from Concord." Since 64.4
per cent of the families whose children attended Family Ser-
vice camp in 1948 were v^ithout means of transportation, this
particular vacation spot is of no use to them.
8. Proposals for the Improvement of Public Recreation
.
National Recreation Association, March, 1948, p.2,5,9,21,30,31«
9. Ibid., p, 17.
10. Ibid., p. 19.
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The need for more adequate leisure time provision
for children under fourteen years of age which these sur-
veys pointed up, existed to an even greater degree in 1921
when the Executive Director of the Y.M.C.A. initiated a
community movement to provide camping for teen age boys with-
in its membership, for at that time even wading pools vrere
lacking* Funds were privately secured for the purchase of
approximately one acre of land five miles north of the city
proper on an elevation overlooking the Contoocook River which
at that time had not been condemned. The makeshift camp con-
sisting of a mess hall, driven well and tents paved the way
for Family Service’s vacation program for the less privileg-
ed children of the community.
This agency suggested. . .that it might be advanta-
geous to use the camp for girls in August since it
was to be used one month only by boys. The Y.M.C.A*
readily agreed to this. Family Service paid the
camp fees of ei^t girls that summer. This marked
the beginning of the vacation service which has
since been a continuous one. For twenty summer
seasons the agency arranged vacations at commer-
cial camps and farms for those children who met
the requirements. As the Department of Public
Welfare developed its program of state and feder-
al services, the farms vrhlch had for years been
used for summer placements were gradually taken
over by the Department for continuous use. This
presented a new problem for Family Service, that
of operating a camp in order to care for those
who were not acceptable to commercial camps, or
who could not afford the fee. The agency was
convinced that the children who needed camp most
could during the summer be cared for in no other
way. ^
11 Interpretation Committee, The Concord Family Welfare
Society
. 19^1.
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Family Service is not interested in a camp merely
as an end in it self,but as a tool of casework
treatment* Many disturbed children with the prob-
lem of enuresis have been rejected by commercial
camps; poor physical health prevented others from
attending commercial can^s because their camp
nurses give only limited bedside care; other child-
ren who cannot afford camp uniforms and equipment
prefer to stay at home than to be embarrassed;
it has been found that shy children from cramped,
economically Insecure homes, are often unable to
participate with those from the more privileged
families; also the caseworkers feel that living
with the children for a time would be beneficial,
for in this way they would understand their in-
dividual needs and be better able to Interpret
those needs to the parents.
During the summers of 19^1, 19"^2 and 19^3 negotia-
tions with the Y.M.C.A. were worked through which made it
possible for Family Service to take over Camp Spaulding for
operation for one month the first year on a rental basis,
the second and third years for repairs in lieu of rent.
The following specific objectives were set up the
first year to complement other casework services, for with-
out objectives the agency felt the camping service v;ould be
without "focus, point or meaning."
First; to guide each camper tovrard Increased men-
tal and physical efficiency.
Second
;
to seek to help each child become more
self-sufficient.
Third ; to provide opportunities for helping the
child to learn the art of living with himself
and others.
Fourth : to help the child develop within himself
resources of which he and his parents are unaware.
12. Report by Executive Director
.
Family Welfare Society .
Concord
.
New Hamnshire . 19^1
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Fifth : to give the child an opportunity to develop
a sense of social responsibility by stressing the
importance of unselfishness, cooperation, respon-
sibility, self-control and consideration for others.
Sixth : to set up Ideals for spiritual growth.
Seventh : to use the camp as a means of reliev-
ing tension in homes caused by insufficient in-
comes, mental and physical illness, or working
mothers.
At the end of three seasons of operation records
show that the agency was so thoroughly convinced of the
values of camping that it made an extensive search for a
camp property within easy access of Concord and the agency’s
financial resources v;hich would meet the physical needs of
the children and facilitate the objectives outlined.
In the spring of 19^, the Y.M.C.A., the Board of
Governors of the Community Chest and many citizens encourag-
ed the transfer of the camp from the Y.M.C.A. to Family Ser-
vice. This property , which throu^ the 1920s served nearly
two hundred children annually, had gradually run down follow-
ing the condemnation of the river.
A camp committee comprised of board members and others
from the city at large interested in child welfare, undertook
a major reconstruction Job. Members of the Central Labor
Union—carpenters, electricians, plumbers, laborers, etc.
each evening after their day’s work went to camp volunteer-
ing their services. Church vromen made bedding and gave from
their treasuries; the Community Chest as well as trustees
of trust funds voted sums of money for the purchase of
(.
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necessary ’building materials and equipment; parents of the
camners spent evenings and week-ends conditioning the camp
for occupancy; a youth service group which had been or^nized
in one of the schools for the purpose of combating delinquen-
cy went to camp for one week prior to the opening to do what-
ever their limited strength would permit. Business concerns
and private St. Paul’s School for boys contributed trucks
for the removal of an accumulation of refuse and one busi-
ness concern released and paid its crew of forty men for one
day’s work at camp.
The camp from the start was operated on the basis
that
:
casework and the best of organization campingihave
essentially the same goals with regard to children
— to guide them toward mental and physical health
and the ability to get along with themselves and
others, and to help them to develop a sense of
social responsibility •. .both have a special con-
tribution to make for human welfare.
Tov/ard this end the camp personnel was thou^t-
fully selected. In the first year all counselors served on
a volunteer basis. This gave considerable assurance that
interested persons were staff members, but at the same time
it limited the counselor help in numbers and frequently in
maturity. In recent years the staff has consisted of the
director, a program director, graduate nurse, doctor on call,
sv/imming Instructor, maintenance man, cooks, and twelve
13 • Herman D. Stein, Casework and Camplnp;
.
The Family-Journal
of Social Casework. Vol.XXVI: 6 I, April 1945.
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coimselors, one for every 4,2 campers. The counselors have
been recruited from the sociology department of the Univer-
sity of New Hampshire, students from professional schools
and teachers. They were selected on the basis of character,
experience with children and leadership.
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CASEWORK APPROACH TO INTAKE AND FOLLOW-UP
^ MEANS OF ANALYSIS
When a child is referred to Family Seirvice for
camp placement, either by a social agency, a parent or other
Interested individual, the first step after assignment to a
social worker is to arrange for the parent'^^ to come in for an
interview. The parent is seen first in order that the case-
worker may know the type of person with whom she is dealing
and the feelings the parent has about camp placement, for
these feelings determine to a large extent the meaning that
camping will have for the child.
During the first interview the parent learns from
the caseworker about the physical aspects of the camp, its
alms and objectives, the eligibility requirements and the
program. She is advised that the camp accommodates only fifty
children, it will be operated for two four v/eek periods; the
age range is five to fourteen years ; only children whose par-
ents are willing to have him remain a full four week period
are accepted; if the child has no problems such as enuresis,
poor physical health or emotional problems or/and if the
parents can afford to pay commercial rates, application for
Parent is used throughout in the singular, as seldom are
both parents present in the Interview situation.
'‘
'
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camping should he made elsewhere, '^tlhlle most parents make of
it a positive experience, others bring to the interview situa-
tion as many fears and misgivings as do people seeking other
types of services. The caseworker helps the parent to form-
ulate questions and in so doing these fears and misgivings are
early detected and allayed.
The large per cent of parents seem to accept from the
start that the caseworker is offering a service which they are
eager to have for their children. Generally this initial in-
terview sets the "family attitude. in a cooperative, friendly,
14
informal direction" and establishes a rapport v/hich continues
throughout the relationship.
Oftentimes a parent, recognizing the value of a camp
experience in the all-round development of her child, is pro-
hibited from seeking or accepting this help because of the
emphasis which she puts on independence or from fear of what
relatives, neighbors or friends may say about taking advantage
of a service camp. In such instances the casev;-orker ’ s respon-
sibility lies in the field of helping the parent to make use of
the c ommuni ty re source
.
A few come to the agency laden with guilt over the
feeling that they are sending their child away; others fear
separation from their child. Not only are they uncertain of
what this separation will mean in their future relationship
with the child, but they are fearful of what use the agency
l4. Carl V. Levy, Camp As a PiaCTiostic Techniques
.
Integrat-
ing the Camp, the Community and Social Work, Chapter 3, p. 18.
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will make of its authority during the time the child is under '
,1
its care. These fears, which stem from the parent’s uncer-
j
tainty of the agency's role in the camp program, come out in
;
ij
their questions centering around homesickness, illness and
j
visiting. The ability of the parent to accept restrictions
and rules made by the camp is often an indication of her
ability to use the camp experience constructively. Fears
j
portrayed by an overprotective parent, especially around the
j
physical vrell-being of her child in a group set-up, is another
area where casework help is often needed.
The caseworker must start her work at the point
where the pa,rent is when she comes to the intake interview,
and from there help her to think throu^ and overcome her
fears and misgivings. Unless guilt feelings, fears, anxieties
and misgivings are constructively worked throu^, camp place-
ment for the child may be a detrimental experience.
The filling out of an application blank is a pro-
cedure which helps the parent express his feelings around camp
placement. The blanks are so worded that, along v/lth a few
general questions and a little encouragement from the case-
worker, the parent usually launches into a discussion of the
child, and in so doing, gives the casev;orker a fairly clear
picture of the entire family relationship—the attitude of
the parents toward each other, the child in question, and
other members of the family unit. To a discerning caseworker
this procedure may also provide an opportunity to learn other
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areas of family difficulty, such as problems centering around
the handling of money.
Other than assuming the responsibility of coming to
the office to discuss camp placement, the filling in of the
application blanh is the first active step the parent takes.
"This gives a sense of active participation in the intake
orocess an helps her decide whether camp placem.ent is what
15
she wants for her child."
The process of filling out an application becomes
meaningful only as the caseworker is sensitive to the par-
ent's reaction. The parent may have difficulty writing out
ansv;ers to specific questions. She may express resentment
over personal questions, such as marital status, type of em-
ployment, v^eekly earnings and the need of her child having a
medical examination. The caseworker's responsibility is to
verbalize appreciation of the parent's feelings and help her
to either answer the questions or reject the application.
After the application has been completed, a ques-
tionnaire, a sample of v;hich is found in the appendix, is
sent to the school asking for definite Information regarding
the child's Intellectual, social and physical characteristics;
also for the teacher's reconunendation as to whether or not
the child would benefit from the camp experience.
If the child is enrolled in one or more youth-
serving agencies, an interview is held vrith the group worker
15. Saul Hofstein, A Caseworker Approach to Gamp Intake
and Follow-up
. Journal of Social Casework, p. 2^2
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to determine if the child is eligible for their camp service
and if the camp would meet his needs*
After the parent has requested camp, and eligibil-





No matter how much a child wants to go to camp, nor i|
i|
how well his parent has prepared him for camp placement, some
|
children bring to the interview as many, if not more fears
!
than did the parent. The ease v^ith v/hich he can accept camp
|
depends to a large extent on the amount of security he feels
within his ovm family. Every child has fears around the area
of separation, and if his position in the family unit is a
precarious one, or if he is concerned with the relationship
of his parents toward each other, then it is doubtful if he
will be able to make use of the experience*
Fear of being on his own vrithout the protection of
his parents is always present until the child has experienced
being away. The forms the fears take are as varied as the
child's individual personality. The casev;orker should be
aware of these fears and be able to determine whether the
child can overcome them sufficiently to make use of the ex-
perience. If a child fails to relate to the v/orker either
positively or negatively during the first intervievr, or if he
is unable to assume any responsibility for participation, then
it is doubtful if he is mature enou^ to benefit from it. His
fears and misgivings can be taken into consideration and
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worked throu^. One way which has proved successful is to
show the child snapshots of camp and of campers* participa-
tion in activities. This gives him a clearer concept of the
camp, thus helps him to express his ideas of camping and
what he hopes to get from the experience. This procedure
aids in crystalizing his thinking and helps him further to
broaden his conception of how his varied interests can be
correlated into the program.
Follov/ing the interview with the child and a staff
meeting, the parent is again seen. This time the discussion
is centered largely around the question of financial respon-
sibility. The camp fee is worked out on an Indl'^idual basis,
consideration being given to the Income, other financial re-
sources, current expenses, indebtedness and other financial
obligations. Every family shares, insofar as possible, the
camp costs. This may be only the child’s transportation,
the cost of craft material or small medical fee; it may on
the other hand be as hi^ as ten dollars per week or the
amount the family budget allows for the child’s food. Each
feels she has paid something towards her child’s camping and
thus takes pride in making the camping possible.
When all aspects have been considered and the
child has been accepted, the caseworker then helps the parent
in making necessary plans for physical examinations, cloth-
ing, other equipment, et cetera.
For the child who has to be rejected, it is the
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caseworker’s responsibility to help the parent accept the
reasons for this, whether they be low mentality, social, I
physical or financial. It is also a caseworker’s responsi-
^
bility to assist in finding other camps or summer placements
if it is deemed advisable. If, during the interviews, prob- |i
|i
lems not centering around placement manifest themselves, the
worker assumes the responsibility of giving the parents ac-
cess to casework treatment* '
A few days prior to the camp’s opening all accept- i
ed campers and their parents come to Family Service office.
The parents are Introduced to one another, children meet old 1
acquaintances and make new ones; thus on the day of separa-
tion the child is not overwhelmed by many new faces.
As stated in Chapter I, the plan of this study is
I
to present limited statistical data of all referrals for !
camp placement in 19^8 and a statistical analysis of the ac-
ceptances. The analysis includes family and community in-
fluences, the social and economic status, and the personality
of the child himself.
Eighty -nine children were enrolled for four weeks
and eig^t for el^t weeks, a total of ninety-seven enroll-
ments. The children represented sixty -five families.
In the tables which follow, when more than one
child in a family attended camp, each child is treated as a
separate case, unless otherwise stipulated.
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The cases are divided according to the primary
family problem. Althou^ many overlap, the following major
divisions were decided upon:
1. Marital difficulties which were causing stress
and strain in the family unit.
2. Divorce, separation or desertion in the family,
leaving one parent alone to assume full respon-
sibility for the care of the child.
3. Families finding it difficult to keep to a min-
imum budget due to the high cost of living.
4. Families living in crowded, substandard homes.
5. Employment of both parents outside the home.
6. Illness or death in the family unit.
7. Parents who have been unable to rise above poor
social conditions even with the help of social
agencies.
8. Poor nei^borhood, exclusive of the home situa-
tion.
9. Parents unable to cope with their child’s be-
havior problems.
The camp service is intended for all children in
the city proper and four suburban nel^borhoods who need it.
Map II shows that all areas except one were repre-
sented. The reason for the lack of referrals from this green
area is obvious, for this section is zoned for single-family
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houses with spacious grounds, and they are occupied by fami-
lies in the higher income bracket.
The blue sections, which are densely populated, ac-
commodate families whose annual incomes are in the vicinity
of two thousand dollars or less. In these areas the houses
use sixty per cent of the surrounding land, and the sidewalks,
roads, tv/o small corner parks and a school use such a large
per cent of the remaining land that there is little yard
space for children’s play.
For the most part on the uncolored areas are con-
structed the homes of middle class families receiving annual
Incomes ranging from tv/o thousand dollars to five thousand
dollars. The majority of homes have play space for very
young children but insufficient land for children ei^t
throu^ fourteen years of age.
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ferrals 170 97 100.05^ 57.0!«
Boys 92 52 54.1 30.5
Girls 78 45 45.9 26.5
Table I shov/’s the camp referrals by sex. Althou^
more boys, than girls were referred, it was necessary to di-
vide the sexes as evenly as possible due to the lay-out of
the physical plant. Of the one hundred seventy referrals
during the spring and summer, only ninety-seven children, or
57.0 per cent, could be accepted by the agency. Fifty-two
were boys and forty-five were girls. Of this number, twenty-
eight boys and tv^enty- seven girls, between the ages of five
and fourteen were taken the first period of four weeks.
Of the seventy-three children rejected, parents of
twenty-four children, or 32*9 per cent, could not accept the
agency’s program for various reasons. Five children, or
6,8 per cent, did not want the camping experience. Parents
of ei^t children, or 11.0 per cent, could afford commercial
camps or had access to facilities at lakes or beaches for at
'..V ,
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least two weeks during the sununer. Six children, or 8*2 per
|
cent, were rejected because other children in the family
seemed to be more in need of the service. Nine children, or
12,3 per cent, were taken to other camps operated by youth ;
agencies in the city. It was felt that seven children, !
or 9*6 per cent, were not ready for the group experience and
would be more harmed than benefited by it. The remaining
,
19*2 per cent, or fourteen children, were not accepted be- !
cause their needs did not seem to be as pronounced as some
of the others, or it was felt their mentality was too limited
to profit from the type of program offered. One child lived
outside of Concord, which automatically eliminated him. A
few were teen age boys and girls whose problems x^ere such that
it was felt they needed a more active program than Family
Service offered.
The findings from Map II and Table I reveal that
there should be more referrals from the congested and low
Income areas if the camping service is to fulfill the purpose
for which it was established.
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CAMP REFERRALS CLASSIFIED BY SOURCE
Source of Number of Number of Per Cent of
Referrals* Families Children Children
Total Total Bovs Girls Total Bovs Girls
All
Referrals 113 170 92 78 100.0^ 54.15^ 45.9^
Family




23 34 19 15 20.0 11.2 8.8
Parents 39 58 34 24 34.1 20.0 14.1
Others 15 24 13 11 14.1 7.6 6.5
Table II reveals that the largest number of camp
referrals came personally. This indicates that many citizens
are aware of the service and feel free to approach the agency
with their need. The comparatively few applications, in pro-
portion to the population and suspected needs, however, point
up several questions:
1. Was it poor interpretation on the part of the
agency?
* There were a few duplicates, but for simplification the
first referral only is recorded.
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2. V7ere some families in need of the service too ij
proud to request it?
3. Was the service to some children in previous ''
years ineffectual?
^




5. Were some families antagonistic to social agen-
cies in general, oi* Family Service in particular?
6. Was there as much of a need as had been thou^t?
7* How does the number of personal applications com-
pare with other cities of comparable size and
;
• \
type, where similar camps are operated? !
I
The fact that comparatively fev; referrals were from I
the schools v/’as disappointing and gives rise to question the
|
reason since teachers next to parents are the ones best qual-
I
ified to know the child’s interests, needs and problems. The
teachers were aware of the camp, since the agency sought their i
assistance in deciding which children were most in need of
the camping experience through a questionnaire meAled to them
in the spring. In addition, the questionnaires were in sev-
eral instances followed by personal interviews with the
teachers.
The one-fifth of referrals by the Department of
Public Welfare reached the maximum permitted from this source.
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CAl-lP REFERPLALS CLASSIFIED BY REASON
Reason for Number of Children Per Cent of Children
Referral Total Bovs Girls Total Bovs Girls
All Referrals 170 92 78 100.0^
Guidance and
supervision 25 15 10 14.7 8.8 5.9
Unmanageable 6 6 0 3.5 3.5 —
Health 8 6 2 4.7 3.5 1.2
Overprotection 5 3 2 2.9 1.7 1.2
Unable to meet com-
mercial camp fees 15 6 9 8.8 3.5 5.3
Art of learning to
live with others 28 18 10 16.5 10.6 5.9
Stable association
with mature
counselors 14 6 8 8.2 3.5 4.7
Help in becoming
resourceful 10 4 6 5.9 2.4 3.5
Mothers employed
outside home 6 4 2 3.5 2.3 1.2
Rejection by one
or both parents 3 2 1 1.8 1.2 0.6
Opportunity for
casework to
study children 4 2 2 2.4 1.2 1.2
Congested
neighborhood 28 9 19 16.5 5.3 11.2
No special need 7 3 4 4.1 1.8 2.3
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self constituted a need.
(b) Nineteen mothers were employed outside the home but only
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From the interviexirs with parents, teachers, public
health nurses, et cetera, plus the caseworker's knowledge of
the children, Table III v^as drawn up for the purpose of pre-
senting a general picture of the various types of problems
with which these children needed help.
Many of the children exhibited more than one prob-
lem, but for simplification the table shows only the primary
one. The important factor to keep in mind is that the type
of problem for which the child was referred is only one seg-
ment of his total development, and as such has significance
only as a symptom of a more fundamental disturbance. The
figures indicate that the agency is being asked to serve a
great number of children vrho are either showing early signs
|
of overt, aggressive types of behavior or shy, withdrawn, in-
trovert personalities, both of which, if not treated early,
may lead to unhappy, maladjusted adulthood.
The table also indicates that the agency is reaching
many children who need guidance and supervision during
leisure time, children who need father or mother substitutes,
those who especially need to learn the art of living with
others, and a few who, because of inadequate income or ig-
norance on the part of parents as to the value of proper
food and rest, need good physical care.
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Table IV
ACS AT TIME OF APPLICATION
Number of Children
Age at Time of
Application Total Boys Oirls
97 52 45
4.0 - 4.12 2 2 -
5.0 - 5.12 3 3 -
6 .0 - 6.12 11 5 6
7.0 - 7.12 13 8 5
8.0 - 8.12 9 6 3
9.0 - 9.12 24 13 11
10.0 -10.12 10 6 4
11.0 -11.12 11 6 5
12.0 -12.12 8 2 6
13.0 -13.12 5 1 4
14.0 -14. 12 0 0 0
15.0 -15 . 12 1 0 1
TI ©XdiiT
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In Table IV the age distribution reveals that more
than half of the acceptances fall between the ages of six and
ten, with the average age 9 *7 * This is also true of the to-
;
tal applications. This is the time in a child’s life when he
seeks the companionship of his own sex, has chums, and forms
!
gangs, groups and secret societies* It is also the time
J
v/hen early delinquency patterns take root. The child is in
the stage of development where he is going to idolize some
ij
person or thing. Thus, it is important that some of his
I
!;
associations should be with mature, stable men and women
where throu^ imitation and identification his character will
be molded.
These are also the crucial years when, if a child
does not learn to expand his energies in constructive work
and play guided by an adult whom he loves and respects, he
fails to develop skills, poise and dexterity, and later is
unable to adjust to the demands placed upon him by society.
It is recognized that there are disadvantages in
camping for the child under six. Many children are in the
process of working through the "oedipus complex" and taking
them away might only heighten the conflict at this time.
However, a value of camping as seen by the agency for the
five children under six years of age is that primary behavior
problems are detected early, and thus diagnostic and casework
help is made available at an early age.
The tendency of parents to seek outside guidance
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years seems to indicate that some were worried about their













_ 97 52 45 100.0^ 53 . 6^ 46.45J
Unbroken
families 26 44 19 25 A5.3 19.6 23.7
Broken
families 39 53 33 20 56.7 34.0 22.7
Divorced 24 31 21 10 32.0 21.6 10.3
Deserted or
separated 8 12 8 4 12.3 8.4 4.1
Death 3 4 3 1 6.2 3.1 3.1
Mental
hospital 1 2 — 2 2.1 — 2.1
Illegitimate 2 3 1 2 3.1 1.0 2.1
Sanatorium 1 1 - 1 1.0 — 1.0
It is recognized that a child's life is most whole-
some in families where both parents are present to provide
love and affection along with guidance and direction. Table V
shows that only 43.5 per cent of the children accepted for
camp placement were from unbroken homes, while the other
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56.7 per cent were from homes broken by death, divorce, sep-
aration or hospitalization*
It is an established fact that children can accept
death or hospitalization of one or both parents more easily
than legal separation, divorce or illegitimacy. Since the
ij large per cent of children taken to camp had problems of
broken homes, it was assumed that they needed interesting,
healthful activities as a means of diversion*
From case records and personal interviews, an ef-
fort was made to appraise the quality of family relationships
in the unbroken homes, since it is recognized that rapport
is an important factor in child development* Unwholesome
family relationships, such as drunkenness, infidelity, in-
compatibility, court and prison records, were present in
some degree in thirteen of the twenty-six unbroken families.
This subjective evaluation must be recognized as only a super-
ficial appraisal of the family's compatibility*
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PARENTS* EDUCATION BY GRADE
Number of Parents Per Cent of Parents
Grade of Leaving
Total Father Mother* Total Father Mother
Total .53 25 28 100. 0^ 47.2% 52.8%
Less than 5 1 0 1 1.9 — 1.9
5.0 - 5.9 3 2 1 5.7 3.8 1.9
6.0 - 6.9 3 1 2 5.7 1.9 3.8
7.0 - 7.9 8 5 3 15.1 9.4 5.7
8.0 - 8.9 14 7 7 26.4 13.2 13.2
9.0 - 9.9 7 4 3 13.2 7.5 5.7
10.0 -10.9 4 1 3 7.5 1.9 5.6
11.0 -11.9 2 1 1 3.8 1.9 1.9
12.0 -12.9 5 2 3 9.4 3.8 5.6 -
College (one or
more years) 2 1 1 3.8 1.9 1.9
Other professional
or vocational
training 4 1 3 7.5 1.9 5.6
Table VI is indicative of family and community
problems, but conclusions cannot be drawn since only 4o.7 per
cent of school records v^ere available. It is significant,
however, that of those available 67»9 per cent left school at
some point within the first nine grades or at the end of
Junior hi^; 11,3 per cent who entered hi^ school left before
completing; 9.4 per cent completed high school; and 11.3 per
cent had some college or vocational training.
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Per uent of Adults (Gain-










Total 61 42 19 100 .0^ 100.0^ 64.9^
Professional 3 1 2 4.9 10.8 4.6 6.2
Semi-




1 1 0 1.6 1.2 1.2
Proprietors
and managers - - - - 9.2 8.1 1.1
Clerical and
Salesmen 4 1 3 6 .6 23.0 11.2 11.7
Craftsmen 7 7 - 11.5 14.8 14.3 0.5




14 14 23.0 17.5 6 .6 10.9
Farm laborers - - - - 1.2 1.2 —
Laborers ex-
cept farmers 28 28 - ^5.9 5.3 5.2 0.2
Others 3 3 — 4.9 0.8 0.5
V r — j_
0.2
a* Bureau of business Research, Community Statistical
Abstract, B.U. College of Business Administration, 19^2,
b. Total number is less than total number of families (65)
because of the absence or unemployability of fathers,
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Table VII gives evidence that education and employ-
ability go hand in hand* Whereas only 5.2 per cent of the
total male population of the city sou^t unskilled labor,
^5.9 per cent of the campers’ fathers were thus employed.
Mothers of 22.6 per cent of the children were em-
ployed full time outside the homes for the purpose of supple-
menting income or for full support of families. This would
indicate that the children’s lives v^ere lived in a haphazard
manner with limited supervision and guidance during the day.
One mi^t presuppose that if left on their own, these child-
ren would hang around street corners and get into mischief
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All Families 65 100.0^ 3^ 97 52 45
Comfortable 3 4.6 8 4 4 0
Marginal 36 55.4 205 54 28 26
Dependent 26 40.0 133 39 20 19
Closely related to those aspects of home life v;hich
reflect the capacity of the parents to provide proper train-
ing for their children are the social-economic factors. The
two are closely connected and it is difficult to separate them,
as economic stress creates tension, which affects all members
of the family; and adults unable to adjust satisfactorily to
our present day society often find themselves in economic dif-
ficulties.
Material gathered from personal intervievrs with the
parents and from the camp applications make it possible to
establish the following three-point classifications:
1. Comfortable; Family has resources to maintain
Itself for at least four months if income ceases.
2. Marginal: Family lives on daily earnings but
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3 . Dependent: Family requires support from public
or private a0encies.
Table VIII shov;s that more than half the camp fami-
lies are in the marginal income group, which means that al-
though they are managing to meet their minimum current ex-
penses, they are unable to save for emergencies.
Forty per cent of the camp families receiving full
or supplementary relief at time of application would seem to
be hi^ were it not for the fact that 23.1 per cent were re-
•Jr
ceiving ADC.
20 . William G. Kvaraceus, Juvenile Delinquency and the
School
, p. 86 & 87 •
ADC refers to families where fathers for some reason are
out of the home.
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Table IX
HOME STATUS





Vfith others 7 10.8
A study of the home status and amount of rent paid
by a family is another means of determining its social and
economic status. In Concord there are five thousand five
hundred families, or approximately fifty per cent, owning or
purchasing their homes. In comparison, Table IX shows that
twenty families, or 30.8 per cent, of the camp families are in
this category; seven of the camp families, or 10.8 per cent,
make their homes with relatives, leaving thirty-ei^t fami-
lies, or 58.4 per cent, renting property. The renting group
is not as large as one might expect, with 95.4 per cent living
on marginal or below marginal Incomes and employed at un-
skilled, less remunerative work. From a low of |l*75 per
month to a hig^ of $45.00 per month, the mean rent per family
was $30 . 50 . These figures are indicative of thrift on the
Secured from City of Concord Assessors.
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part of a fairly large per cent of camp families, and of the




number^b? Per Cent of Per Cent of
Structure families families all Concord
dwellings
Total 65 100. 100.
Single -family 33 50.8' 71.3
Two-family 15 23.1 21.4
14ultl-family 13 20.0 4.4
Three -family 6 9.2 2.0
Four-family 4 6.2 2.2
Five or more 3 4.6 0.2
Others 4 6.2 2.9
Table X shows that half of the camp families live
in single dwellings. As pointed out in Chapter II, Concord
is characterized by such structures. Recognizing advantages
of the single-family dwelling, it does not necessarily mean
that the 50.8 per cent are adequate homes, for it is agreed
by casev:orkers of public and private agencies and the public
health nurses that many are very small, drab, unattractive to
children, substandard and in disrepair. Household furnishings
©rfi 'to Uui .aetLtBB’l qaiso lo dTfoo Toq ogiBl b lo ^'UBq 3
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Iare very inadequate in the majority of the campers' homes if
evaluated in terms of the "social status scale", devised by
^
21
F. S. Chapin in 1933, and revised in 1936.
Table XI
MJI©ER OF PERSONS PER ROOM IN CAl^IP FAICELIES
Number of Persons JMumoer of Per Cent, of
Per Room Camp Families Camp Families
Total 65 100.0^
”Within decency limits"
6.1 - 0.5 (more than 6 9.2
2 rooms
per person)
0.6 - 0.9 (between
1 & 2 rooms
per person)
25 38.5
1.0 - 1.5 (crowded) 24 36.9
"Outside decency limits**
1.6 - 2.0 (overcrowded) 8 12.3
2.1 - 2.5 (s’ room
per person) 2 3.1
Assuming that for adequacy of space the number of
rooms used by a family should be not less than the number of
persons in the family, and assuming that less than one-half a
22
room per person is outside "decency limits", Table XI dis-
closes that 52.3 per cent of the camp families live in crovfded
or overcrowded homes. Less than 10.0 percent have more than
t\To rooms per person.
21. George Lundberg, Social Research
, p. 288-294
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Number of Cambers Per Cent of Camners
Total Boys Girls Total Boys Girls
Total 97 32 45 100.0^ 53.5^
Catholic 23 9 14 23.7 9.3 14.4
Protestant 69 4o 29 71.1 41.2 29.9





Number of Campers Per Cent of Campers
Total 97 52 45 100. Oyo 53 . 6% Tr.hT"
Regular 26 13 13 26.8 13.4 13.4
Occasional 24 10 14 24.7 10.3 14.4
Rare or never 42 26 16 43.3 26.8 16.5
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The family is recognized as the greatest molding
force in the development of the child’s personality. However, i
it must be recognized that there are other community forces
which play Important roles in the physical, mental and social
[
I
development of the child. i|
,1
The church not only contributes to the spiritual j
I
and ethical needs of its parishioners, but in varying degrees !
it provides for the recreational life of many of its members.
No attempt was made to obtain religious and social activities
data from the clergy, but from Table XII it will be noted that
with very few exceptions the campers claimed to be affiliated
V7ith some church. Only 5.2 per cent expressed no preference,
subtly over two-thirds of the campers were Protestant. It
was necessary tu put some restriction on the number of children
of Catholic faith vfhlch could be accepted as transportation
facilities to their church v;ere limited.
The extent to vrhich the child attended church or
church school is shown in Table XIII. Regular is considered
an indication that the child attended each Sunday, or at least
frequently. If the child attended only on special occasions
or spasmodically, it is classified under occasional. For the
child who rarely or never attended it is thus listed. There
is no appreciable difference in the proportion of boys and
girls who attended church or church school, except in the
Rare or Never classification^' where the number of boys is sub-
stantially larger.
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Because 68.0 per cent of the children have little
or no religious instruction, camp emphasizes the place of
religion in dally life, as it is felt that religion provides
an appreciation of spiritual and ethical values.
Table XIV
GROUP MEMBERSHIP















General 3094 1235 39.9^
Camp children 97 17 0.5
The total group memberships of Concord school chil-
dren fourteen years of age and under were 1235 . Table XIV
reveals that only one-half of one per cent of the children
attending Family Service camp had memberships in group activ-
ities. This is an appreciably low number and indicates that
casework and group work services should be better integrated.
(a) Data obtained from Concord School Department, kinder-
garten through 9th grade.
(b) Memberships according to Sex and Age Range Table #1,
p. 72a, Survey of C one ord C ommuni tv Chest .
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At the present time the youth service agencies in
Concord seem to be set up for children from homes of average
or above average income level. In all but two of the agen-
cies, membership fees are required, plus additional money
for uniforms, some activities or equipment. Thus having
made it possible for a child to hold membership, caseworkers
often find that soon the child drops out, generally on his own
accord, for two reasons; either he hasn’t money for the extra
activities and the family fails to tell the caseworker, or
not having as many first-iiand experiences he hasn't the
poise, skill and dexterity of other children and is, there-
fore, ill at ease and unacceptable to many of the groups.
From personal interviews with parents it is found
that a great many camp children frequent movies, even thou^
money is not available for essentials. This may be taken as
an Indication that these children are using movies as an es-
cape mechanism; that group experiences are too frustrating
and they are finding comfort in the dark confines of the
theatre. Other leisure time activities mentioned are listen-
ing to the radio, reading or "just sitting around". These
forms of activities, althou^ all ri^t to a degree, often
are a sign of dissatisfaction with life. It is also dis-
closed that the camp children, when at home, prefer forms of
unsupervised activities, such as "cops and robbers", or un-
organized ball games in unsupervised parks or on vacant land.
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It is the caseworker’s responsibility to help the
child and the parent accept group activity as an important
part of the child’s development. Having helped them the
caseworker’s role then becomes a supportive one, helping the
child understand reasons for some of his reactions to the
group experiences.
According to the results of the Stanford-Binet
Form L individual tests, given to sixty -five of the campers.
Table XV reveals that a majority of the children are of
average or above average in ability. The average intelligence
quotient being 101.5.
Table XVI shows that most of the children were
scholastically working up to their mental capacity. However,
three were in special classes. Six boys with average or
above average ability were failing, not only in all subjects,
but in their social adjustment. Five of these six boys had
been deprived of their fathers through divorce or desertion,
thus leaving the mothers to assume full responsibility. Three
of the boys had step-fathers, and one had had three within a
four year period. These six boys were from relatively large
families, the number of siblings being five or more, and the
families were being supported in part or in full by public
or private funds. These boys were left to their own devices
with little or no supervision; no responsibilities were out-
lined for them, and lack of proper rest was universal.
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Two girls with intelligence quotients between 113 1
and 120 were working far below their mental ability. Both
had neurotic mothers; one of them had not spoken above a i
whisper in the three years since her husband left the home; '
the other mother was an alcoholic. Both girls were their
j
I
mothers' confidantes; both were consumed with anxiety over
|
their mothers' welfare. In the home where the father was
!
present there was continual quarrelling. The father, although !
not a drin-king man, vms rou^ and uncouth, showing little or
no affection for his wife and children. There v;as ample in-
come but everything was haphazard. Meals were prepared by the
first one who v/as hungry; the children had no routine or
schedule, and v^ere completely on their o^^m twenty-four hours
a day. The home was small, cluttered, filthy and not con-
ducive to study and rest.
Another girl with an intelligence quotient of 123
was failing regularly in all her school work. She v/as the
oldest in a family of six siblings. The parents were brii^t,
attractive, interesting young people, very much in love.
They left school in the grades, married and had their child-
ren in rapid succession, thus leaving the mother with little
time or strength to meet individual needs of the children.
Althou^ only ei^t, the child was a substitute mother, v/ork-
ing into the evening getting younger brothers and sisters
scrubbed and into bed. The child's rest was further broken
due to the necessity of sleeping with a younger sister.
BOSTON UNIVERSITY
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INTELLIGENCE LEVEL OF C/iMPERS
Intelligence Level Number of Campers^ Per Cent of Campers
Total Bovs G-lrls Total Bovs G-irls
All children 65 36 29 100.0/^ 55.¥ 44.6^
60.0 - 69.9 1 1 - 1.5 1.5 -
70.0 - 79.9 8 4 4 12.3 6 .
1
6.2
80.0 - 89.9 7 4 3 10.8 6.2 4.6
90.0 - 99.9 31 18 13 47.7 27.7 20.0
100.0
-109.9 9 6 3 13.8 9.2 4.6 ^
110.0 -119.9 7 2 5 10.8 3.1 7.7
120.0
-129.9 2 1 1 3.1 1.6 1.5
(a) Stanford“Binet Form L individual test.
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Number of CamtDers Per C'ent of Campers
Total Bovs G-irls Total Bovs G-irls
Total 90 45 45 100 . 0^ 50 . 0[^ 50 . 0^
Above average (90-100) 12 7 5 13.3 7.8 5.5
Average (80-89) 35 15 20 38.9 16.7 22.2
Fair (70-79) 27 12 15 30.0 13.3 16.7
Poor ( -69 ) 13 9 4 14.4 10.0 4.4
Special class 3 2 1 3.3 2.2 1.1
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,ii>eMXofri J’on oerj&IJtrio Xoorioe-^'iq nevsfi
The physical examination given on the opening day of i
camp revealed that 35 •! cent of the children vrere five or j
more pounds under the average vreic^.t for their hei^t; 44.3 per'j
cent were in need of dental care; 23.7 per cent needed the
attention of a nose and throat specialist; 5.2 per cent had
slight heart murmurs hut not of sufficient concern to curtail
|
the child’s activities; and 21.7 per cent had pediculosis, !
athlete’s foot or some form of eczema. However, on the |
whole the children were considered by the doctor to be in good
general health. The New Hampshire Board of Health made avail-
able their dental-mobile for the last four weeks of camp oper-
ation, and later follovf-up v/ith local dentists corrected most
of the dental deficiencies.
Table XVII shovrs the undesirable habits of the
child as presented by the parent, referring agency or the
school. It must be kept in mind that adult standards are
exacting and often frustrating to the child. Thus, some bad
habits which the child manifested are normal reactions against
the adult demands placed upon him. Sixty-seven of the
ninety- seven children presented in some form undesirable
traits. Many children exhibited more than one. Thus the to-
tal number exceeded sixty-seven.
It is questionable how much these undesirable habits
can be taken as indications of mors deep-seated difficulties,
as some would be more meaningful than others, depending upon
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befm>*8Bfl ed d-dglo dl .beoidoerq 9T3k doldv od eerseb ©dd
that masturbation, sex play, nail biting, thumb sucking, tern- '
per tantrums and such are habits that if carried to great ex-
1
tremes, would be indicative of the need of psychiatric con-
sultatlon. Untruthfulness, stealing and lying may be traits
jj
of parent-child conflicts. The child who is a trouble maker, \\
poor sport, uncooperative, et cetera may be reacting against ,
certain frustrations in his environment, and althou^ help i
must be given the child in adjusting to the society in which
he lives, it ordinarily can be accomplished throu^ family
and child casework. The habits, therefore, in and of them-
selves are not indicative of any great degree of maladjustment,
but are significant only as an early sign of behavior diffi-
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IJumber of children^" 67 39 28
,|
Trouble maker 11 9 2
1
Over-dependent on adults 12 8 4
1
Poor sports 10 8 2 ,
Temper tantrums 8 6 2
Dirty about self 13 5 8
Nervous 17 7 10
Uncooperative 19 13 6
Restless sleeper 12 5 7
Stealing 9 6 3
Shy l4 10 4
Untinithful 6 2 4
Negativistlc or stubborn 9 6 3
Bossy and loud 10 2 8
Disrespectful to adults 6 4 2
Eating problem 9 5 4
Enuresis 27 14 13
Defiant and headstrong 4 2 2
Flinty 12 7 5
Unreliable 3 1 2
Masturbation - sex play 5 2 3
Nail biting - thumb sucking 7 3 4
* Thirty children either had no bad habits or they were so
petty they were not mentioned.
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,beaolSrzaa cfon orrew y,©rf*^
On the opening day of camp the child is brought by
the parent to a central meeting place. The caseworker is
present to meet the child and to ride with him on the bus.
"vfhen parents are v^aved out of sight, a few children experience
the first pangs of homesickness. With others, regardless of
hov; well they have been prepared for the coming experience,
they are fearful and anxious to know what is to follow. The
caseworker is there to help the child express his fears, and
to give reassurance. There are always some children returning
to camp for the second or third year who by their obvious
anticipation and singing of old camp songs help the new camp-
/
ers overcome their fears and misgivings.
The caseworker, who is the person the child knov;s
v;ell and trusts those first few days away from home, is on the
grounds until li^ts are out and all is quiet. For those who
are lonesome a quiet good-ni^t, a short story, hearing the
child’s prayers, or whatever he is accustomed to having mother
do after being tucked in, is carried out the first nigjit by
the casev;'orker
.
During the month, but especially the first week be-
fore letters are received, parents frequently telephone or
visit the Family Service office. Fears and misgivings again
come to the foreground. These are universalized by the case-
v/orker and the parents are helped to understand and work them
through in order that the child may get the most from, the
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such as the purchasing of new clothes, the laundering of
soiled ones, the sending of candy and other sweets, and espe-
cially letter writing require thoughtful attention by the
caseworker. Parents need to learn that their letters often
make camp adjustment difficult. Vfhen a child is told of all
the difficulties at home, or when great loneliness of parents,
brothers and sisters, is expressed without giving assurance
that they are happy that he is having fun, then the child be-
comes greatly concerned, is unable to relax and benefit from
the camping experience.
Again, it may be the other way around. The child
writes home that he is homesick, unhappy and wants to come
home immediately. The parent then comes to the office filled
with anxiety. The caseworker meets this on a professional
basis, helps the parent understand the reason for his unhap-
piness, then on the v;orker's next visit to camp she talks vrith
the child.
These, on the v^hole, are minor problems, but occa-
sionally more serious ones need to be met. A few days after
the opening of camp, one father came to the office extremely
disturbed over the death of his mother. Although the camper
had been told the paternal grandmother might not live during
the summer, the father was at a loss as to how best to break
the news. This was made more difficult because the child had
experienced the loss of her own mother three years previous
/
and had turned to the paternal grandmother for solace. Should
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he wait until the child's return from camp before breaking
the news? In respect for the grandmother, should the child
be allowed to remain at camp? The father and caseworker dis ,
cussed what would be best for the child, and although she left
j
to attend the funeral, the father decided the cam.ping expert- i
ence should be continued.
Another father insisted upon breaking the camp visit-
ing rules. Nigihtly he appeared on the grounds, insisting
upon seeing his teen-age daughter. A few months before camp
a quarrel between the parents ended with the discharge of a
gun. As a result the father was ordered to leave the home.
These ni^tly visits were for the purpose of turning the girl
against her mother. A letter was sent asking the father to
come to the Family Service office. As he had been the one re-
questing camp placement, rapport was easily established.
Transference took place in rather a short time, which stopped
the father from making the ni^tly visits to camp.
Another child, talking in terms of running away from
camp, was discovered to be worried over a brother in the
Marines whom the family had not heard from for several months.
A talk V7ith the father and a letter to the older brother,
urging him to write the child at camp, eased the situation
for the child.
One boy within a few days seemed suddenly to change
from a happy, keenly interested, ideal camper to a defiant,
stubborn, insolent child who gave the counselors undue
'jno'jted .tto'i'l mi/JS'i &*r. firia erfi iiJny
J
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concern over his behavior. Several Interviews were necessary
|
before it was discovered that the child had received a letter
.j
from a relative v/hich stated that his mother was in jail.
jj
Althou^ it was not possible to give the child any assurance
|j
that his mother was not involved with the law, the caseworker
;
could reassure him that she v;as not in jail since within a few
days she had visited the Family Service office.
The caseworker must recognize her function in the
camp set-up and make certain that she does not Infringe upon
the ri^ts of the camp director or counselors. The case-
worker’s position is always one of liason between the camp
and the home
.
If individual counselors ask for guidance and direc-
tion in dealing \rlth a. particular child’s problem, the same
help is given that is offered any other person seeking the
service. At the beginning of camp the counselors have access
to limited material, and as needed, more family history is
given with discretion, the casev;orker always keeping in mind
the confidentiality of material given by parents.
During the last week of camp the counselors, who
have had the twenty-four hour a day care of the child for a
period of four weeks, are given attitude check lists, a sample
of vfhich is in the appendix, and asked to evaluate each camper
in his cabin unit. Mar^ of the undesirable habits listed in
Table XVII were not in evidence in the camp setting or were
j
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so petty that no mention v/’as made of them by the camp staff. '
I
The reasons for this are as varied as are the personalities
of the children. It may have been that away from the strain
and tension in their ovm family groups, they relaxed. Others
may have found "peace of mind" in a controlled environment !
v/here fevr demands were made on them.
j
Some children, however, presented undesirable habits I
]during the camp season which had not been in evidence before.
This, no doubt, was a direct or indirect result'of group liv-
ing. The child had to learn the art of living in a group
that was different in structure from the family or the school.
He had to learn to accept other forms of authority, especially
those which the group exerted. For others, these undesirable
habits may have been of long existence, but rapport had not
been established so that the parent was not free to discuss
them before the opening of camp. Conferences later v/ith the
counselors helped the caseworker to a better understanding of
the child in his group relationships, away from the family
and in a different environment. The casevrorker used these
findings in her later interviev^s with the parent, child, re-
ferring agencies and the school.
Several weeks elapsed before the caseworker visited
the home. This delay was for the purpose of allov/ing suf-
ficient time for the parent to know what, if anything, camp
had done for the child. Asked if the child had enjoyed the
camp experience, fifty-five were said to have been very
W.
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Ienthusiastic, thirty-one liked, two disliked, three were in-
different and six stated they did not like it as well as the ,
previous year. Ei^t parents felt that camp had not been as i
beneficial as they had hoped. Eleven children had reverted
|
to their old patterns of behavior as soon as they were out
j
of the camp setting. Two returned home disobedient and unco- ,
operative, and it was said the experience had been harmful in j
l|
every respect. These two five year old boys had been taken
|
i
from foster homes where their activities were regulated, and
j
it was felt that having found the joy of being creative they
fought against dependence. There were other minor complaints,
such as a child’s hair being cut, a child’s clothes being
sent home in poor condition, and tv;o parents thou^t their
children did not have much to show materially for their
month’s stay at camp. Three parents complained that few let-
ters had been received from the children. Table JCVIII shov/s
the beneficial factors as reported by the parent or the re-
ferring agency. The opinions of teachers were also sought by
way of questionnaires sent to the schools, but these were not
usable because children had moved on to nev/ teachers. Thus
any evaluation was so general, that it v/as not helpful in
determining specific beneficial factors. A sample of the
questions asked in the follow-up interviews is found in the
appendix.
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II-!PROVEI‘®NTS AS REPORTED BY PARENTS AND
OTHER REFERRING- AGENCIES
Improvements Number of Children ^
Total Boys G-irls
All Children 97 52 45
Health 88 42
Self-sufficient 43 18 25
Art of living vfith others 34 23 11
Resourceful 4l 19 22
Social responsibility 57 26 31
Unse Ifi shne s s 19 10 9
Cooperation 10 4 6
Responsibility 11 2 9
Self-control 3 2 1
Consideration 14 8 6
Spiritual grov^th 27 9 18
Relieved tension in homes 32 21 11
Others 52 29 23
(a) Total number is more than total number of children as
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Thirty-ei^t and five tenths per cent of the camp
families had only one follow-up consultation. Of these 23*1
per cent were recipients of ADC and other forms of public
relief, thus the agency's contacts were made with the social
worker referring the family rather than with the parent.
Twenty-nine and two tenths per cent had more than one follow-
up visit; these parents wanted help with the child's physical
needs but could not bring themselves to accept help with
emotional problems ; a few arrived at the place where they
could acknowledge that there were such problems, but could
not make use of the casework service which the agency offered.
Thirty -two and three tenths per cent of the camp families
who had not been known to this agency immediately preceding
camp contacts made use of intensive casev^ork treatment. This
was not always in relation to the child's problem. More
often than not it had no direct bearing on the child, but
rapport had been established throu^ the camp service and
they could come to the agency seeking help in other areas.
Recognizing that in order to help the child develop
to his fullest capacity, cooperation between youth serving
groups, schools, public and private agencies is of primary
importance, an attempt was made to make the camp findings
available to all those interested in the child. These same
people were also asked to state whether they felt there v/as
a need in the city of Concord for a service camp. Many of
the comments were too general to be of specific help, but as
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far as the writer could discern, those contacted seemed to
feel that the camp is the constructive answer to some of Con-
cord’s unmet needs. There were no adverse criticisms hut
some failed to answer the questions. A few of the comments
follov;
:
I do strongly believe there is a need of such a
camp in this area. The children need more of this
type of life playing and v/orking together and
learning to control themselves.
There is a need for a camp such as Spaulding in
Concord. Habits, physical condition and social
adjustments are much improved. While in camp they
are kept off the streets and regular time to go to
bed and better habits are formed.
The social contacts the children receive at camp do
a great deal for them. Each child has something to
offer in class discussion for months after. Many
could talk of nothing else.
Concord certainly needs a camp for children in the
lovrer income bracket who might never have an oppor-
tunity like this othem-zise. They are the type of
children who make good future citizens, and certain-
ly a camp like Spaulding is considered a great asset
in molding our future citizens.
There is a definite need for Camp Spaulding. Many
children find there a way of life not seen by them
at home. The skilled leadership of a camp helps
children to live a fuller life than they otherwise
could.
So much is done for the general run of children to-
day. They have so much and seem to appreciate and
respect so little. It is a delight to see a child
enjoy and appreciate what Camp Spaulding has done
for him. It is up to Concord to continue to provide
such facilities.
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This study has reviewed the development of a camp-
ing service originally undertaken for the purpose of serving
the less privileged children of a community which offers many
cultural, educational, and recreational opportunities to the
general public. As the functions and program of the sponsor-
ing agency adjusted to the changing needs of the community,
casework was gradually recognized by an increasing number of
people as a service which could be used by all the people,
not one which should be restricted to those v;ho are dependent
or of low or marginal incomes. The study has shown, however,
that this av/areness of the value of casework for all who need
and can use it regardless of economic status, has not extended
to the camping service. Family Service camp continues to be
thou^t of in term.s of availability to the more or less de-
prived people.
The type of community, the early history of the
project and the functions of the agency have been traced to aid
in understanding of the present situation, that of being un -
able to operate the camp during the 19^ season due to failure
of the last Community Chest to reach its goal. This failure
was one of the factors which ^ve rise to the four questions
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The first question: is camping part of a casework i;
service, is answered by Mary rlichmond’s definition of casework,
j
“Casework is the art of doing different things for and v/xth '
different neople by cooperating with them to achieve at one j
II ^
and the same time his own and society’s betterment," plus |
I
the use made of it as outlined in Chapter III. Althou^
j
casework skills and techniques used in the intake and follow-
up processes are still in an experimental stage, a higher de-
gree has each year been developed and the results outlined in
Table XVIII leave little reason to question that a camping
service can be an effective casev:ork service in the hands of
trained, experienced personnel of a family, children’s or
other qualified social agency giving year round casework ser-
vice to children.
Considered from the viewpoint of the 60 per cent of
campers from broken homes and the 29.2 per cent of mothers
gainfully employed outside the home, these situations in them-
selves constituted a need. Other factors such as mentally
ill parents, relatively low economic security, AEC rates,
crowded living conditions of 52.3 per cent of the homes and
other social problems including parent-child conflicts, point
to very deep needs.
The study seems also to show that the accepted child-
I
ren could not have been served as effectively by other
23. Gordon Hamilton, Theory and Practice of Social Casework
.
New York: Columbia Press, p. 1T7“
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community resources. As pointed out in Chapter III,' Concord,
althou^ a city of unused land and bodies of water, has never-
theless four density areas, and the bodies of water are pol-
luted and unusable . All playground areas lack any planned
play space for smaller children. Map II clearly shows that
a large per cent of the campers live in the density areas and
it is in tv/-o of these areas that any kind of playgrounds are
noticeably lacking. Surveys have also stressed the lack of
sufficient qualified playground leaders. The one-half per
cent of g^r'oup memberships of accepted campers compared with
39.9 per cent memberships of all Concord children of the same
ages clearly shows that the needs of children worked V7ith by
the agency were, in this area of living, not otherwise met.
Not having memberships in organized groups automatically
barred them from many of the summer vacation programs. Even
if they had been accepted, the day camp programs or short
camping trips would not have met the needs of the children
who needed long term special care. A similar situation ex-
isted with the church vacation schools. The police club for
boys might have taken care of 6.2 per cent of the campers, but
again it would have been a limited service. Chapter III also
points out the many reasons - financial, health, emotional -
the selected cam.pers could not attend commercial camps.
Family Service is interested in all children regard-
less of race, creed, color or economic status. It recognizes
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numbers of children in the cominunity , The agency has an ap-
preciation also of the problems of limited professional staffs
and of volunteer assistance which these agencies have. Never-
theless, if local group work agencies fail to broaden their
services and acquire a keener interest in and understanding of
children of the dependent, low and marginal income families,
as well as those with emotional problems, some other provision
,
!
must be made for them if these children are to develop into
j
useful citizens. The social and youth agencies should
have a deeper appreciation of each others functions and of how
their services could be integrated to the advantage of the
child.
As shovm by Chapter III the camping service was not
an isolated one. From the point of referral throu^out the
exploratory period, the camping season and follov;-up, the
parent, like any other client approaching the agency, was ac-
cepted regardless of the factors involved. To those whose
applications could not be accepted, the same consideration was
given as to any person applying for other services vrhose re-
quests for one reason or another had to be rejected. The
agency's other services v/ere integrated v;ith the camping ser-
vice by means of helping the parents: throu^ casev/-ork to
accept psychiatric treatment for themselves, or child guidance
through the mental hygiene clinic; to accept help with marital,
parent-child conflicts and other emotional and social problems;
to use the agency tools of budgeting, household management.
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foster homes, dental and medical care, and to make use of
other community resources*
Sli^tly less than one-third, or 32.3 cent, of
the famAlies accepted intensive casework treatment during the
weeks following camp closing* This treatment v/as frequently
in areas other than parent-child relationships. Of the 19*2
per cent who needed help other than vfith physical problems
v/hich they requested, at least 7*7 cent do not have the
ability to use casev/ork* It is hoped that the other 21.5 per
cent, having recognized existing problems and with rapport
established, will later decide to accept the needed casework
help* Another 9*2 per cent have the ability to use casework,
but refuse to face the fact that there are problems. Case-
work service was not offered to the 23*1 per cent receiving
ADC*
Further studies pertaining to community support and
measurement of the camping experience as a growing process
for the child and his parents migjit well be undertaken*
On the basis of the evidence it appears that the
purposes for which the camping service was undertakeji, those
of being part of a casework service, and of extending the
camping experience to those children for v/hom the community
has made no provision, have for the most part been carried
out*
Approved,
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To Applicants for Camp Spaulding Positions
Read care fully before filling out application
i
We feel that before filing an application for the posi-
|
• tion of counselor at Camp Spaulding, which is owned and
operated by Family Service of Concord, New Hampshire,
you should carefully consider its objectives.
It is a camp dedicated to the purpose of helping the
children of Concord develop happy and socially useful
lives
.
Many children who come to Camp Spaulding do not have
strong bodies, since frequently they are from families
financially unable to meet the physical needs of growing
bodies, or in some cases the fathers and mothers have
not had an opportunity to learn the importance of good
food, rest, and exercise.
Although many or the children have problems, they are
normal and need the same sort of love and guidance
every personality requires for its fullest development.
Many children coming to the camp have a life story which
contains all too little of these necessary elements.
The camp seeks to meet the needs of each child so effec-
tively that its influence may be far-reaching, and to
return all to their homes better equipped physically,
socially, and emotionally.
If you are genuinely interested in such a project, your
application for membership in our Camp Spaulding family
will receive thoughtful consideration.
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V.Tiat has been your actual experience and training with chil-
dren between ages of four and ten, thirteen and sixteen?
V/hat compensation in addition to board would you expect for
eight v/eeks of camp work?
Remarks: any special reason you may have for desiring to do






Please check camp activities you are particularly interested
in and qualified to take responsibility of or assist with:
Sv/imming Physical education Dramatics
Crafts Over-night hikes Day trips
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PERSONALITY REPORT BY REFERENCES 45-
Name of Applicant
Address
Because the success of a camp depends upon its counselors
selection is based on personality, health, leadership, ability
to adjust and particularly on interest in children.
You will greatly assist both the applicant and the camp-
ers if you will rate her v/ith respect to each question by
placing a check mark opposite your evaluation of her.
All confidences will be respected.
A. How are others affected by
her appearance, voice, and
ma nne rs ?
B. Does she need constant
prodding or does she go
ahead with her work without
being told?
C. Can she lead and get others
to do what she wishes?
D. V/hat kind of emotional
behavior does she show?
E. How does she adjust fo
changing situations?
-K-This I'orm was constructed by




No opportunity to observe
Sets for herself and com-
pletes additional tasks
Needs occasional prodding
No opportunity to observe
Has above average ability
Can lead but is also wil-
ling to be led
Usually satisfied to have
others take lead
No opportunity to observe
^Unusual balance of respon-




Tends to be overemotional-
repressed or hilarious
Too easily moved to anger
or depression
No opportunity to observe
Adjusts readily to all situ-
ations
Adjusts to most situations
v/ith little difficulty
Adjusts slowly and only
fairly v/ell
^No opportunity to observe
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Is there any marked defect, not included in the above ques-
tions, in the applicant’s personality, character, or prep-
aration? (Please specify) ,,
2. What do you consider the chief qualities of strength or
v/eakness of the applicant? If possible, give illustrations.
3. Do you place full confidence in her integrity?
4. In what activities in relation to children does she excel?
5. Has she so far as you knov; any physical or constitutional
weaknesses? If so, please specify.
6,
How long have you known her family?
What is their standing in the community?
7.
How long have you known the applicant?
Hov/ well?
8.
Does she like people?
9,
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CAMP SPAULDING - A HAPPY FAMILY
To attain this goal each member must keep in mind:
1. Camping is sharing. V/e are here to serve.
j
2. The total camp program is more important than the v/ork of
|
any individual counselor, but the contribution of our
j
total program to each child depends upon how well each
j!
counselor does her job.
^
3. A family has no cliques.
j
4. Constructive criticism is always appreciated; if your
|
suggestions are not immediately carried out, it must be
remembered "Rome v/as not built in a day" and others too
are making suggestions.
5. Each staff member should realize that if she does not
work into the program or if she is unhappy, it is best
for all involved that association be severed.
6. It should be remembered we are dealing with children at
a very impressionable age; punishment thoughtlessly
given or words hastily spoken may have far reaching
effects, hiving with a family of 75 requires maturity
of judgment and patience.
7. If counselor has difficulty with any child she should
arrange to talk through the problem with director pri-
vately. Please remember that the director contacts the
homes throughout the year so if at camp she is used as
a "big stick" her future relationship with the child is
jeopardized
.
8. An appreciation of the beautiful and a spirit of rever-
ence should be fostered.
9. Do not leave anything of value such as money, cameras,
jewelry, etc. in the cabin. There is a place in the
office for such articles; if counselor chooses to keep
them, loss or breakage is her responsibility.
10.
Each junior counselor is responsible for the presence
and punctuality of her cabin family at flag raising ex-
ercises, swimming, crafts and all other camp programme.
Until children learn the routine, counselors should after
clean up and rest hour each day familiarize her cabin
group with the half day schedule.
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11. The hour between supper and bedtime is marked free.
Counselors should keep in touch v/ith the children and be ,
sure they are playing quietly and happily. If this does
not develop spontaneously counselors should direct play
,





With such small children our responsibility, we must
know where they are and what they are doing. They should
neither enter the woods nor go from the grounds unless
accompanied by a counselor.
Counselors share responsibility for following;
(a) Entering and leaving dining room orderly.
(b) Table manners.
(c) Keeping older children from dining room and craft
shop v/hile midgets are
older children).




have eve ry other evening after
Cabin duties
:
(a) Counselor on duty stay with children after they
are asleep, not just quiet - they won’t stay quiet
if counselor leaves. Small children will be fright-
ened if they awaken and find no adult - the quiet
of the out-of-doors is a strange experience.
(b) Counselors are responsible for quiet in their
cabins - they can’t expect others to supervise
their own plus .
(c) All counselors are expected to observe rest hour.
(d) Counselors must set an example of personal and
cabin neatness - children are quick to notice if
cots are smooth and when clothing is thrown about.
(e) Be sure that no soiled or damp clothing is thrown
into suitcases with clean clothing. Be sure that
beds are not made with wet sheets or blankets.
16. Children should go to toilet before meals, sv/imming, and
before retiring for rest hour and at night; children
should wash and comb hair before going to meals; teeth
should receive daily care.
17. All staff members will have physical examination with the
children at camp the first day. If a counselor prefers
to bring a health certificate from her personal phy-
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Parents' names: Marital status:
,1
Number of persons in home: Number of children under
f ifteen^
Type of abode: Number of rooms Own or rent:








Place a check mark(x) opposite the following organizations of
which you are a member:














Do you play any musical instrument ? If so, name the
instrument you play
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Have you yard space for play?
\?7hat is the distance from your










home to the nearest supervised
ilities?
Do you think your child derived benefits or not from last
year’s experience at Camp Spaulding?
swimming Permit :
I am willing to have my child
take swimming lessons at Cam.p Spaulding.
Expense ;
In consideration of the care and instruction given at
Camp Spaulding and understanding that the cost
averages
^ per week per child, v/e agree to con
tribute ^
Date Parent
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Dear Mr. and Mrs. !
We are very happy that you are entrusting ’
to us for nearly four weeks. We are interested in helping i
to develop into a happier, stronger, and more helpful chilH.
I
V/e shall appreciate receiving the enclosed questionnaire i




A list or clothing requirements is also enclosed. It
will help if each clothing article is marked with colored
thread as for example A.S. (Ann Small).
All children will have physical examination at camp the
day of arrival. If your child has head lice, impetigo or a
skin eruption which might appear to be infectious, he or she
v/ill be taken home. If your child has been exposed to mumps,
measles, whooping cough, scarlet fever or any other contagious
disease, please do not send him to camp. These precautionary
measures are taken to protect your child as well as the other
children.
There will be no visiting days. We are sure all parents
will abide by this ruling, recognizing it is in the interest
of the child. If you encourage your child to meet you off the
grounds, you not only encourage him to be deceitful, but you




Parents are requested not to telephone children -- in
case of emergency, counselor will be glad to talk with parents,
Experience has convinced us this ruling is a wise one.
Toy firearms as pistols, guns, bows and arrov/s must be
left at home. Leave all jev/elry as rings, necklaces, brace-
lets at home.
This year we are asking each child to pay $1.00 toward
craft material. Please bring money to office before leaving
for camp. Children need money only for stamps, and church.
Camp fee will be worked out with parents on the basis of
ability to contribute.
If you .wish further information at any time, please feel
free to contact the office. Arrangements for departure and
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CHILDREN’S EQUIPTffiNT
DIRECTIONS:
1. Pack each child’s equipment in separate suitcase or
box. Mark distinctly with child’s full name as
Mary Helen Jones, 16 Elm Street.
2. Each article marked, if you have time.
3. All equipment at Ford Avenue entrance of City Hall
4. Each child may carry a small package or left overs
(tooth brush, etc.) the day he goes to camp.
EACH CHILD SHOULD HAVE:
Hair brush
Comb
Tooth powder or paste




Small pillow, if child uses one




Bathrobe if you have one
Raincoat if you have one
Warm jacket or heavy sweater
Light v;eight sweater
Rubbers - very necessary
Bed slippers
Play dress or suits to last two weeks
Pajamas (3 pr. if possible)
Socks (4 pr.
)
At least 3 changes of underv/ear
sneakers or soft soled shoes
Musical instrument if you have one






A hat if you attentj,
Catholic Church.
At the end of ten days, soiled clothing will be taken to Fam-
ily Service office. City Hall, where parents will call lor and
return it as soon as possible.
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Questions Regarding Camp Spaulding
1. Did enjoy Camp Spaulding?
2. If so, what phase did he talk about?
(please be specific)
3.. If he disliked it, what
4. In your opinion did the
other than fun, such as
part of it did he dislike?
child derive any benefits
physically, socially, etc.?
5. Would you want your child to repeat the experience
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QUESTIOmiAIRE SENT TO TEACHERS
Child’s name
school: Grade: Mental Rating:
Scholastic Rating:
Behavior and Social Adjustment:
Extra -Curricula Activities:
Parent’s interest in child’s development:
Any other information which you think might he of help in
deciding if this child would benefit from four v/eeks of
camping.
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After child’s return to school in the fall after having heen




Emotional & Social Adjustment
;
Your frank opinion as to whether or not there is a need for a
camp such as Spaulding in Concord would be greatly appreciated
''*^f*
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three weeks you will
be swinging in the
new swings made just
for you and nine other.
girls and boys your
age. Then you will
use the teeters, and slide the
shoot.
There will be all the milk you
can drink and ice cream three
times each week.
You will love Jean Macey, your
counselor, who will tell stories,
play games with you, and take you
swimming and picnicing.






less than three weeks
av/ay. What fun it
v/ill be to live and
play with old friends
and new.
You will make things v/ith
hammers, saws, nails, screw
drivers and planes.
Then there v/111 be swimming
each morning and afternoon,
camp fires for hot dogs and ice
cream three times each week.
There will be a circus the
last week of camp, and on the
fourth of July a big bon fire;

Jand what you did at camp.
Be seeing you soon.
tall stories and games.
Because y the^“tst°oamp*’lS*''*
we are logins for-
wlrd to seeing you on July
1st.
v.o+nY’n ilome. what talesWhen you your mother
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Add remarks wherever necessary to give accurate report of child
1. Rate camper good, fair or poor on follov\^ing:
personal cleanliness
refinement
cooperation in doing group tasks
integrity
2. In keeping cabin and grounds neat, camper
needs constant prodding
does job willingly v;hen as s ignment made
shows considerable initiative
3. Does part of group accept him, another part exclude him?
If so, why?




5. Situations in which camper shows leadership








Attitude of camper tov/ard staff members









takes it graciously disobeys in other v/ays sulks
obeys indifferently becomes angry alibis
carries a grudge laughs
•?c-This is in part taken from the Sociological Check List, Used
in the Follow-up Research and Treatment Program of the tJniver-
sity of Michigan Camp for Boys, Ann Arbor, Michigan, August 15,
1935.
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is shy indifferent tries harder
modest conceited relaxes
pleased domineering
When razzed or annoyed
good natured sulks counter attacks
v/ithdrav/s loses temper alibis
tries to conform carries a grudge '
Attitude tov/ard religious services
likes goes as a habit forgets to go
dislikes avoids
What kind of emotional behavior does camper show?
well balanced
usually v/ell balanced
easily moved to anger or depression
Observations of attitude tov/ard his home family group or
any particular member of it.
Observations of camper’s attitude toward school work.
Observations of camper’s attitude toward school and
neighborhood friends.
List any strong prejudices or fears indicated.
V/hat cam.per most enjoys doing or is most interested in.
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